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The Ancient Hermetic Secrets to Alchemy and Divine Magic Revealed!Â Â You have natural
magical abilities that can elevate your life to a whole new level, as well as heal and help your loved
ones and clients. The original teacher of this Divine magic was an Egyptian sage named Hermes
Trismegistus. His teachings, called â€œHermetics,â€• were only taught verbally or in very cryptic
writings. In 1908, three Hermetic students recorded them in a book called The Kybalion. Yet this
work was still difficult to understand because of its archaic and confusing language.Â Â Now, in
Divine Magic,Doreen Virtue presents a clear, edited version of The Kybalion, written in
understandable and modern language while retaining all of the original teachings. She gives
comments and practical suggestions based upon her own success in using Hermetic teachings for
healing and manifestation. With Divine Magic, you can master your moods, release negativity,
manifest new levels of abundance, and attract wonderful opportunities in all areas of your life.
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I am currrently knee deep reading through Divine Magic. I have the edition with the new and very
beautiful cover, which inspires me every time I look at it. I would not have attempted the original text
without the translations by Virtue, so this is a wonderful opportunity for me to learn from very ancient
text (which I love). I am fascinated by gnostic text and other hard to obtain text, such as the Pistis
Sophia, which I read from cover to cover without such assistance as Virtue offers. It takes much
time to study deep esoteric metaphysical texts, and definitely clarity of mind. It helps to have a fairly
clear calender, with much time to integrate the wisdom, yet Virtue helps by making the text available

as a small book, with her easier to read comments.Virtue shares to keep the book near to your
bedside, as the Kybalion is said to contain magical energies and affect you purely by close
proximity. Actually, I felt the magical energies even before night, just by holding "Divine Magic". I felt
a strong energy that was not subject to dilution, interference and simply holds the vibration beyond
distortion. I was surprised, thinking I had read so many books now, so was so eager to read and
understand the Kybalion. It has provided missing pieces I so dearly needed, and I have been able to
put the wisdom into immediate practice, and energetically feel the results.You will need to read the
book for exact instructions, but the advice on dealing with the swings of polarity is so valuable.
Knowing it is all within one pole, with just varying degrees of vibration takes the dualistic perspective
out. Even before I turned the page where Virtue explains about locking this in place, I had thought of
the idea and utilized it.

This is the second edition of Doreen Virtueâ€™s explanation of The Kybalion, made understandable
and applicable for readers today. The Kybalion is a classic spiritual teaching manual that is now in
the public domain. Although an internet search will land you at the original text, Divine Magic does a
fabulous job of breaking these Hermetic teachings down into usable pieces. If you are at all
interested in understanding and using your innate Divinely magical abilities, this book should be on
your reading list.Divine magic refers to mental alchemy. Basically itâ€™s the truth that we can
change/transmute any object or situation by changing our thoughts. Yep, we really do have the
complete ability to turn crap into gold. This is way beyond just thinking happy thoughts and deluding
ourselves into pretending all is well. This is truly manifesting our physical reality into treasured
joy.Start back in ancient Greece/Egypt, when Hermes Trismegistus verbalized the original teachings
of The Kybalion. Flash forward to 1908, when The Three Initiates wrote a comprehensive
explanation of this spiritual work. Jump to now, and enjoy Doreen Virtueâ€™s relevant, applicable,
and loving guide to understanding both the original verbal teachings and their later-published
explanation.Following the original chapter format, Doreen easily maintains the complete integrity of
the original work through italics and clearly marked identification. As a reader, itâ€™s easy to follow:
Doreenâ€™s guidance about what youâ€™re about to read, followed by the original piece that she is
talking about. Itâ€™s very effective to have the relevance discussed first and then the original
writing. I much prefer todayâ€™s conversational style to what was used in 1908â€¦.
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